Module 3.6
EPC
Construction
Groundworks
Cabling and trenching
Generation Side. Cable Installation.

Whole set of manual and semi automatic cable pulling equipment.

Classic trenching and pulling. Inefficient & expensive

All in One – Rental
Automatic trenching and pulling machinery. They dig the trench, remove the soil, lay the cables, cover them, lay the safety tapes, close the trench and compact the soil.

The big units can do 20 km per day.
Generation Side. Cable Installation.

Minimum of 25mm clearance required to consolidate ducts.

NOTE
33kV arrangement to be used for 400mm² 11kV singlecore
Generation Side. Cable Installation.

Quality with low budget – OK!
Quality & clean – OK!
Luxury – OK!

UNACCEPTABLE
These are considered engineers professional negligence in many countries
Quick & easy installation, no specialized labor, Warranty by manufacturer. Cost & time efficient. Easily install 3 per day.
Solar PV. EPC. Engineering, Procurement and Construction.
Solar PV. EPC. Engineering, Procurement and Construction.
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